
Compass Charter Schools

Parent Advisory Council Meeting

Date and Time

Friday December 21, 2018 at 3:00 PM PST

CCS Central Office: 850 Hampshire Road, Suite P, Thousand Oaks, CA 91361

Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://compasscharters.adobeconnect.com/pac/

For questions or requests regarding accessibility, please call Miguel Aguilar at (805) 807-8199.

Agenda

I. Opening Items

Opening Items

A. Call the Meeting to Order

B. Record Attendance and Guests

II. Consent Items

A. Consent Items

Consent Items – Items under Consent Items will be voted on in one motion unless a member of the
Council requests that an item be removed and voted on separately, in which case, the Council
Chair will determine when it will be called and considered for action. Due to the set-up of
BoardOnTrack, approval of any meeting minutes will be done through consent, unless removed
and voted on separately as noted above, using the same vote count.
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• Approval of December 21, 2018 Regular Meeting Agenda
• Approval of November 16, 2018 Regular Meeting Minutes

B. Approval of the November 16, 2018 Regular Meeting Minutes

III. Public Comment

A. Public Comment

Addressing the Council – Parent Advisory Council meetings will be held in a civil, orderly and
respectful manner. All public comments or questions should be addressed to the Council through
the Chair of the Council. To ensure an orderly meeting and an equal opportunity for each speaker,
persons wishing to address the Council must send a Speaker Request Message through the form
of a text message or chat box message to Miguel Aguilar, Executive Assistant to the CEO (805-
807-8199). Messages must contain speaker name, contact number or email, and subject matter
and sent prior to the beginning of the Public Comment section of the meeting. Members of the
public may address the Council on any matter relating to the school and have three (3) minutes
each to do so. The total time of each subject will be fifteen (15) minutes, unless additional time is
requested by a Council Member and approved by the Council.

The Council may not deliberate or take action on items that are not on the agenda. However, the
Council may suggest direction to staff following a presentation. The Chair is in charge of the
meeting and will maintain order, set the time limits for the speakers and the subject matter, and will
have the prerogative to remove any person who is disruptive of the Council meeting. The Parent
Advisory Council may place limitations on the total time to be devoted to each topic if it finds that
the numbers of speakers would impede the Council's ability to conduct its business in a timely
manner. The Parent Advisory Council may also allow for additional public comment and questions
after reports and presentations if it deems necessary.

IV. Reports

A. Staff Report

V. Unfinished Business

VI. New Business
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A. Council Member Feedback

• Mariecor Agravante
• Therese Christopher
• Tony Christopher
• Joy Sterling Effie
• Galit Gordon
• Samantha Herrod
• Lisa Hunter
• Shelby MacLeish
• Esmeralda Rivera
• Leah Smith
• Roann Vanderwath
• Lisa Robotham

VII. Closing Items

A. Upcoming Meetings

Board of Directors Virtual Meeting
Monday, January 28 at 6 pm

Parent Advisory Council Meeting
Friday, February 15 at 3 pm

B. Adjourn Meeting
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Coversheet

Approval of the November 16, 2018 Regular Meeting Minutes

Section: II. Consent Items
Item: B. Approval of the November 16, 2018 Regular Meeting Minutes
Purpose: Approve Minutes
Submitted by:
Related Material: Minutes for Parent Advisory Council Meeting on November 16, 2018
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Compass Charter Schools

Minutes

Parent Advisory Council Meeting

Date and Time
Friday November 16, 2018 at 3:00 PM

CCS Central Office: 850 Hampshire Road, Suite P, Thousand Oaks, CA 91361

Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://compasscharters.adobeconnect.com/pac/

For questions or requests regarding accessibility, please call Miguel Aguilar at (805) 807-8199.

Directors Present
G. Gordon (remote), J. Sterling Effie (remote), L. Hunter (remote), L. Robotham (remote), L.
Smith (remote), M. Agravante (remote), R. Vanderwath (remote), S. MacLeish (remote), T.
Christopher (remote), T. Christopher (remote)

Directors Absent
E. Rivera, S. Herrod

Ex Officio Members Present
J. Lewis

Non Voting Members Present
J. Lewis

Guests Present
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M. Aguilar

I. Opening Items

L. Robotham called a meeting to order on Friday Nov 16, 2018 at 3:03 PM.

II. Consent Items

T. Christopher made a motion to approve the consent items.
M. Agravante seconded the motion.
The team VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.

T. Christopher made a motion to approve minutes from the Parent Advisory Council
Meeting on 05-18-18 Parent Advisory Council Meeting on 05-18-18.
M. Agravante seconded the motion.
The team VOTED unanimously to approve the motion.

III. Public Comment

No public comment.

IV. Reports

Mr. Lewis shared that there have been a few changes this year, including the return of
ParentSquare for communication. There have also been improvements to the Learning
Management System (LMS) for the Online Program. Compass now uses Canvas LMS,
most known for its ease of use. We are also working on charter renewals, for both CCS of
Fresno and CCS of Los Angeles. Earlier this week our Scholar Leadership Council met
for the first time this year, and their draft minutes can be found on BoardonTrack. Mr.
Lewis also covered an overview of the monthly ParentSquare poll question and
welcomed suggestions for future polls.

Mrs. Robotham asked for an update on enrollment. Mr. Lewis shared that we have 1,478
scholars currently enrolled.

Call the Meeting to OrderA.

Record Attendance and GuestsB.

Consent ItemsA.

Approval of the May 18, 2018 Regular Meeting MinutesB.

Public CommentA.

Staff ReportA.
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Ms. Effie asked what website changes will be implemented for the second semester. Mr.
Lewis shared that there are no changes in the works for the Parent Scholar Portal (PSP)
through StrongMind, but parent and staff feedback will be shared with their team.

Mrs. Hunter asked if there will be any new courses in the spring. Mr. Lewis shared that
the current road map shows Pre-Algebra, Middle School Health, and Spanish 8 as being
new from StrongMind. Staff will review and the courses to decide if they will be made
available to scholars in the spring or next fall. The road map also shows Marketing,
Retailing, and Middle School Reading Skills as being available next summer.

V. New Business

Mariecor Agravante shared that she loves the MMU's showcasing all grade levels,
because it helps inform us of what to expect from the upper classes. Her kids are in
elementary school, and shared that it is exciting for them to see what the middle
schoolers and high schoolers are up to. She also asked if there were any resources for
scholars who are applying to military academies, such as the Naval Academy.

Galit Gordon mentioned she really likes the new Spanish class for 7/8-grade as her
scholar can earn high school credit. Shared that the new course is very immersive and
scholars can learn about culture as well as language.

Shelby MacLeish asked about Istation and whether Compass will be continuing with the
platform next year. She shared that she does not like how it rushes scholars through the
diagnostic.

Lisa Robotham asked if Compass will be offering a Driver's Education program for
scholars. She also shared that the counseling team, special education team, Compass in
general is awesome and turnaround time is quick and both parents and scholars are
being heard. She also reminded members about Amazon Smile, and how purchases
made on Amazon Smile can support Compass. Asked staff to share with families how to
use Amazon Smile.

VI. Closing Items

The next meeting of the Parent Advisory Council will be Friday, December 21 at 3 pm.

There being no further business to be transacted, and upon motion duly made, seconded
and approved, the meeting was adjourned at 4:05 PM.

Council Member FeedbackA.

Upcoming MeetingsA.

Adjourn MeetingB.
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Respectfully Submitted,
M. Aguilar
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Coversheet

Staff Report

Section: IV. Reports
Item: A. Staff Report
Purpose: FYI
Submitted by:
Related Material: A ParentSquare Poll Results - September.pdf

C ParentSquare Poll Results - November.pdf
B ParentSquare Poll Results - October.pdf
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Compass Charter Schools 

ParentSquare Poll | September 

“How has your Compass Experience been thus far?” 

 

 Becky Jans has been amazing! I came to Compass because I felt comfortable asking her 

questions on the phone. She was always kind, and never made me feel like my questions 

were an inconvenience. I'm really excited for all that Compass offers my daughter this 

year. And, I look forward to working with Becky along the way. 

 I like the platform way better than last year. A couple of glitches here and there, but 

overall, we are able to view all of videos this time via Microsoft Edge (Chrome does not 

seem to work very well for this). Also, having a couple of learning labs on one day is 

WAY too much - our school day, which starts at 7am, does not finish until after 4! 

Maybe cut down each lab to 30 minutes - that would help out tremendously. Teachers are 

phenomenal :) Galit gordon 

 Still have not received school supplies/curriculum. 

 WE LOVE CCS.... As a parent for 3 scholars I am so thankful for Ms.Sharlie Walker for 

her help. She’s been so helpful for getting me prepared and support for the new school 

year.... THANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR DEDICATION. ❤️ 

 Hi!  

I do appreciate my EF and her contacting me regularly. She has been helpful with 

curriculum choices and checking in on us. I do love the field trips offered by Compass 

and the prices for them, we quickly signed up for 2 that worked great for us and are 

looking forward to going.  
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In general, though I feel like the school wasn't prepared for the initial start of school. I 

have still not received all my curriculum and I'm disappointed in that, I am very on top of 

it and ordered asap although I heard after I spent a great amount of time looking through 

Amazon and placing my order, and then I was told that it would be a hard and long 

journey for the orders to arrive. I wish that we could have had the funds available before 

the first day of school so that curriculum would have been available for the children the 

first day of their school year. There are not many vendors in my area, as in none of our 

interest within a half hour (dance, swim, karate...), I am disappointed that it's been 

difficult to get my daughter into any classes. I was declined from a class I really wanted 

her to take and another I tried has taken quite some time. These have been hurdles for me 

as a first time homeschooling mom of a tk. 

 I wish there were more vendors in the Rancho/Fontana area 

 I also wish there was a way to connect with other families to plan parkways and have our 

kids meet other kids in our area. 

 If I could change one thing it would be the way information is distributed. It can be a bit 

overwhelming to keep up with all of the emails. One per week with all pertinent 

information would be great! 

 Everyone has been very helpful so far and we really appreciate it. 

 Since it is only 3 weeks into the school year and we have only been with the school 2 

weeks for 1 kid and 1 week for the other we are actually between Neutral and Satisfied. 

 The new interface is great, EXCEPT that the large red LATE message that resides next to 

assignments is anxiety provoking.... especially for a kid like mine who prides themselves 

on completeing assignments perfectly. The assignments are maybe done the next day 

because my child is an over achiever who is out doing other school tutoring, languages, 

music etc so to see LATE or MISSING in ReD after only a day is frustrating!! Other than 

that, terrific!! 

 Some teachers are substitutes for 7th grade spanish. She's not very good at giving this 

info right of the bat. Hard to get in touch with. Not much instruction and the program 

already tough. Aren't you supposed to start with vocabulary 1st? Kind of disorganized 

few weeks all around! 

 I'd feel better if there were fewer attempts to treat this like a regular school. It's 

homeschooling, I don't want to deal with field trip requests, attempts to have kids meet 

online, etc. We socialize her on our own. I do love our teacher, though, and the ability to 

go at my child's own pace. 

 To much change on EF’s.Just when you get used to one,they give you a different one. 

 The Options program is just what my son needed.  

Thankful for our teachers and all those who help put this school together. Frustrated that 

we are still in Santa Ana after all this time when this was a learning center originally in 

Newport (perhaps a Costa Mesa location could be a compromise?). Seems to be way too 

much digital communication and websites we have to connect through. 

 I love the flexibility of choosing the curriculum that works best for my son Mateo. Until 

now, I didn’t know that Mateo loves “hands on” assignments, and to my surprise, he is 
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learning more and faster.  

I’m very grateful to Jan Marquez for letting us know about Compass Charter School.  

Thank you Jan! 

 when wanting new vendors everything is too strict while other charters have a ton of 

vendors. Removing field trips like explorer field trips to amusement parks was a dumb 

move. Not having enough Book subscription boxes for tweens/teens, not enough secular 

stuff. 

 Melissa Collier is very helpful and knowledgeable as always! 

 We are still learning. It's our first time ever of Home school. We still can't get used to the 

routine. But I'm sure we'll get there. It takes time to get the hang of it. We need to get 

settled. 

 it has been very confusing with the new update and with the materials provided 

 the new update has made this experince all confusing for me alomg with the new 

matetials provided. 

 none 

 I especially love the teachers and staff with the Navigators program for Compass. They 

are amazing and so, so great with our kids! The communication within Compass is 

incredible, and I always feel like there is someone I can reach out to, ask for help or just 

bug about an idea I have. This Charter is amazing and doing the good work! 

 Teacher was not getting back to my daughter quickly and she's had two new teachers. 

She has a problem with change. 

 I Love everthing that is being done. My son is always up early ready to stary his day. Im 

so happy. 

 We are new to Compass Charter. I appreciate the communication and support from the 

staff. 

 I was very nervous to switch schools because I had such an amazing EF with the other 

charter. Since the switch I couldn't be happier! Our new EF is amazing and has been so 

helpful making the transition so easy and stress free which is amazing. I am grateful to 

this new journey with compass charter. 

 Computer difficulties first two weeks of school and praying all problems solved now!! 

Everything back in order. 🙏🏼 

 Format is good but difficult to keep track of all the different and many additional files 

and locations as opposed to last year's one screen for all. Needs getting used to. 

 My Daughter says that her teachers were not responding to her quickly enough and then 

had two teacher replacements. She is someone who does not do well with change. It has 

made it a bit stressful 

 We have a wonderful facilitator and she has made it easy to work with. 

 The only thing that bothered me, is that when the boys tried to use the PSP site on their 

Chromebooks, they had to wait several minutes for the calendar to load and they were 

frustrated with the location of the arrows on the checkpoints and workbooks (they would 

end up accidentally clicking on the "next" button instead of the arrow button for the next 

question on the quiz) They didn't like having to scroll constantly to click the answer then 
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scroll to go to the next question and like I said before they would (out of habit) click the 

'next button on the bottom of the page instead of going on to the next question in the quiz 

or checkpoint. Also, sometimes, the workbooks and checkpoints wouldn't load at all and 

the entire page would have to be reloaded, losing the progress of everything on the page. 

Just a few things that the kids were upset about. When using the PSP on a desktop 

computer, things did load slightly faster, but again the problem with the workbooks or 

checkpoints not loading at all is still there. Maybe someone would be able to take a look 

at that and find out why it takes a long time to load or doesn't load at all. Thanks for 

letting me put this out to show our opinions. One thing that me personally as one of the 

parents is that the communication between everyone is phenomenal! I have never been so 

happy to have great communication between the staff, the scholars, and the parents! It all 

runs so smoothly! 

 The ordered curriculums came during the 2nd and 3rd week after school started, I hope 

there’s a way to order the curriculum a month prior so that it arrives before school begins 

and there’s time for the parents to study and prepare for them. 

 Curriculum is great and teachers very available. Our son is much more focused on this 

program than on previous programs we have been enrolled in! 

 We are having a hard time with so many activities on our schedule, almost makes me feel 

defeated if we can't get it ALL Done! 

 Last year one of the exciting parts of Kamerons day was to see his grade in each class. It 

motivated him to the point I would go in his room at 9:00 pm and he would be working 

on completing another unit so when he woke up he would see his grade. An exceptional 

motivating tool to keep him excited about putting his all into his work. Kameron and I 

both miss that in this new system. 

 awesome 

 Overall our experience has been OK, but some points to consider:  

CCS changed their online system this year once again. My kind was extremely frustrated 

about how slow the new system is now compared to two previous years.  

Also, some teachers take about 1 week to grade my kid's assignments. I think a couple of 

days should suffice. 

 It’s taking way too long to get our classes set up. We are doing the “Options” program. 

We are using the same online classes through Silicon Valley that we used with the 

previous school. So we thought it would be a quick and easy switch.  

 

We had this same problem with our previous school. Every new semester it would take a 

month or longer to get situated.  

 

This leaves my daughter with the disadvantage of being a month behind in her studies. 

It’s very stressful for my student and frustrating for me.  

 

I hope this is just because we are new to Compass, and that next semester is seamless. 

 I believe this program was put into Kamerons life so he wouldn't feel the pressure of 

peers and feel overwhelmed by daily scramble of getting work done. Last year Kameron 
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did an excellant job of catching up, but this year on a daily basis he has been 

overwhelmed by opening his course and seeing,LATE LATE LATE on everything. He 

has been behind this year and still is behind as that continues to overwhelm him along 

with not seeing his grade in the class only a percentage. 

 As far as the teachers and the curiculum go I have been extremely satisfied. I do have a 

complaint with the tech issues. Though IT is great when it comes to solving the issues 

that they can. There have been kinks with the programs that are not worked out prior to 

us using them which then causes my child's work to be late. IE: His email address to 

submit work samples, didn't know there was an issue until the due date, by the time it was 

sorted out they were late. And now this weeks Activity Log, the notice says due by 10pm 

9/25 I tried to access it at 9;30pm and it tells me its past due and that the deadline was 

9/24. These types of issues have been frustrating. I know, its online school, these things 

are bond to happen. 

 There is Parent Square, Shutterfly, SeeSaw (and maybe other sites I’m not aware of) in 

which to do things or check things or schedule things. Needs to be one site. Too 

confusing. 

 I appreciate all the support and I am able to contact someone anytime I have questions! 

Claire Harding has been amazing. 

 still learning about Home school. so far we love it. 

 Mrs. Marquez our EF is very helpful, informative and has made the new student process 

go smoothly. I look forward to our continued work together through this school year! 

Thanks! 

 We love Compass and Mrs. Wormald! 

 I love the Options Program :-) 

 Hating old system with all the text books again. Lames program was better suited for 

moving forward in online learning environment 

 My daughters books didn’t arrived yet. 

 Very likely we will change charter schools again at the end of the year. Really sad 

because I had high hopes for CCS and we left the school I had thought we would get 

through high school with to follow our beloved EF. 

 Feel the security and guidance by our EF while working at our pace independently! 

Thanks to you Options Program. 

 Since this is an online based school, we would expect a better response to emails sent to 

teachers. 

 From what my child has been telling me since the start of the school year, it seems that 

she is very unsatisfied with the new system change. Since my child started this program 

when she was in seventh grade, now in the tenth, the system has changed twice. While it 

was hard for her to get used to the system from last year she eventually was able to work 

it out. Now with a new system change and no warning she has to all over again get used 

to a new system that is a lot slower and harder to manage. Even some of her teachers talk 

about how they don't like the new system. Overall she has not had a great experience in a 

long time. 
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 Thank you, my facilitator is amazing and so helpful. 

 We are behind and just can't get caught up yet...pray for us... 

 All great so far! Thank you so much! 

 Her IEP classes were delayed and now the ONLY instructor she has this year is switching 

the schedule. Our schedules are tight and these changes are a huge inconvenience. We 

love her EF but seriously considering switching schools. I'm not sure what happened with 

Mrs.Hodge, Mr.Johnson and Mr.Holbeck but going from 3 instructors to 1 and the 

unplanned schedule changes are frustrating. 
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Compass Charter Schools 

ParentSquare Poll | November 

“AFTER attending Compass, I was confident that my scholar had the ability to 

learn and succeed in school.” 

 

 The academic rigor and pace of the class is comparable to college classes. Students with 

determination and motivation are able to succeed in a variety of subject matter while 

going into great depth and detail into subject areas. Definitely not corn flake classes! 

 I have always known he could and would learn proficiently, however a simpler structure 

(From orher schools) and a more concise and relevant curriculum helps him 

tremendously. I am very pleased with the flwxibility so that a focus on the truly important 

subjects to his unique path is fascilitated without detracting from a quality general 

education. 

 I love compasscharters teachers and counselings.. They really help and there always there 

when you need them..my girls are very happy.  

 Thank you compasscharters 

 We are very happy here! 

 Great experiance! 

 It is too early to tell. This is my first time homeschooling. This poll is better suited at the 

end of the year when there is more experience to rate. 

 I'm sorry, I don't understand at all what this wants to know. 

 The vast improvement in my sons overall success is due to the structure and support of 

Compass Charter. 
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Compass Charter Schools 

ParentSquare Poll | October 

“BEFORE attending Compass, I was confident that my scholar had the ability to 

learn and succeed in school.” 

 

 I was hesitant because BOTH of my children are different style learners and as a former 

Elementary school teacher I know how the "system" has to meet certain checkpoints and 

standards. With the amount of student per classroom I was afraid of one getting left 

behind and one not reaching her full potential. 

 I had no confidence in the previous school districts ability to teach my child in a safe and 

nurturing environment in a way that he could understand, thrive and be successful. It was 

one of the main reasons why I Homeschooled him. And have him enrolled in Compass as 

this environment is the best for his academic success. His overall progress has been 

amazing since attending Compass, compared to what it was before. I now have the 

confidence in my child’s ability to be successful in school and in life. 

 Though I'm very grateful to have Compass as a partner in meeting my scholars' 

educational needs, their success ultimately rests with me. 

 We didn't do homeschool for reasons having to do with learning ability, but for medical 

reasons. 

 I love the Options Program. 

 It is because of CCS & their amazing staff and their different programs that my son is 

succeeding, thank you Compass Charters 💓 

 While my scholar had the ability, the school environment suppressed that ability. 
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 Our son has always struggled, but we keep motivating him to our fullest ability... 

 I believe she is capable here or out there. However, out there she wasn't afforded the 

opportunity to learn undistracted by others as well as frequent "lock downs!" She is 

trying but needs so much assistance in mathematics, I don't know what to do? We had a 

private tutor for nearly two years, after her failing last semester, I let her go. Now Aliya is 

using your available tutorial but NEEDS MORE... Please? I just don't know where to 

turn.  

 Thanks for your time and appreciate the opportunity for Aliya to continue with CCS.  

 Home school is the best for us. They teach really good and our kids are safe home. 

 My son is highly gifted. I was so hoping that Compass Charter would be sensitive to his 

needs as an exceptional student but as our second year progresses, I'm having second 

thoughts. 

 my scholars are very capable academically, however I was concerned by the classroom 

environment that held my son back from the pace he learns best at. He was viewed as a 

difficult student because he would finish work too quickly and know answers 

immediately. Homeschooling is definitely a better place for both of my children to be. 

 I love it its great 

 Yours is amazing. My son dealing with issues, so appreciate your support. He's super 

bright, no scholar and struggles with writing. 

 Yes, this child works above grade level in curriculum & reading material & has very 

good incomprehension of that material & of vocabulary & context in general. 

 We are so pleased with Compass. We made the correct choice 

 a little lost at first, still learning, but feel confident its the best decision for my children to 

learn. 

 none 

 I've seen a significant push on my daughter's part since attending Compass Charter which 

confirms to me that homeschooling was and is what's best for her. 

 Before Compass Charters, I was confident in my scholar's ability to learn, but I was not 

confident in the education system that was investing into my child.  

 Before Compass Charters, my scholar was educationally falling behind, as well as 

socially.  

 Once my scholar joined Compass Charters, not only did my scholar begin to soar 

educationally, but my scholar also began to develop confidence and social skills, which 

are critical for future collaborative success.  

 Anyone who doubts a home-school program, by thinking it doesn't offer enough 

socialization for the scholar, should absolutely reconsider, and give Compass Charters a 

try.  

 It's important that social interactions be positive and uplifting interactions, and Compass 

Charters supplies that for each and every scholar, from my experience. It's not about 

quantity; it's about quality. Compass Charters provides that quality. 

 Before coming to Compass, my boys were not working well at all in their classes, I had 

them tested and there is no need for me to enroll them in any special classes. I looked for 
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a better alternative and found Compass. So far I have had them enrolled in CCS for two 

years. My oldest one was telling me that some of the lessons he has now are too easy. 

Both my boys are intelligent, I told them they just have to get through a few more years 

of schoolwork, then they can pursue their dreams of careers or trade schools. 
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